
UFOs, 
Balloons, 
and all that



First point: UFOs exist
• The term UFO really only means 

“Unidentified Flying Object”
• People report seeing UFOs
• We’re not talking about alien 

spacecraft



There is a huge stack of reports filed in Canada.  This is one year's worth.  



Results of the 
2022 Canadian UFO Survey

- 768 UFO reports filed in Canada in 2022
- Highest was in 2012 with 1,982 reports
- Trend has been   1̴,000 cases per year
- About two or three reports each day
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In 1989
they started
keeping track 
of the reports.
What the 
characteristics
were. There
was a trend with
a steady
increase in 
numbers and then 
a decrease. 



What are people
seeing?
The best time to 
see UFO's is in 
Aug/Sept, at the 
cabin.  
Why the cases 
shifted to the fall, they
have no idea. 



Classification 
scheme: Close encounters
of the: 
1st kind:  seeing 
within 100 metres.
2nd kind:  something
left on the ground
3rd kind: seeing a 
creature
4th kind:  took me 
on board the ship

Most people see 
nocturnal light, 
a nocturnal disc,
a daylight disc.  



Peak time of day for sightings is at 11 p.m. at night.  At first it was thought people were drunk but bars close at 1 a..m. so that wasn't the explanation.



Most sightings are from 1 - 5 secs. some are a minute or so.  Often are shooting stars and burned up comets. 



41% see lights, 4% see flying saucers.



Most are white, a small white light, 10% are multicoloured



Of people who see something at the same 
time, 1.37 corroborates. 



High level of strangeness:
see a saucer land and green guys.
Most are not so strange eg. a light
that did a 90 degree turn
and then flew away. 



An anonymous witness?
Transport Canada or 
RCMP investigating. 



Unexplained:
we know something was seen
but don't know details eg. 
which direction the object was in, 


Probable:  standing
by the airport, ? starlink
satellites.

Explained:  not stars, or satellites
not something else but not 
necessarily aliens.

Most UFO reports are a possible 
explanation or have insufficient 
information.

U.S. Airforce in 1950's were gathering
data on sightings.  Have recently started
doing this again.k
Unkown:  19.7%,  astrology:  21%, aircraft  
21.5%, Balloons 15%, 
insufficient evidence 10.9%, other 10%



Most UFO reports either have 
possible explanations or 

insufficient information for 
determining 
their causes

But in 2022, about 8% of the 
UFO reports filed in Canada 
were initially classified as 

Unexplained





15% of sightings are balloons.  I in 10 Canadians believe they saw UFO's only 1 in 10 report them. At least 10,000 Canadians saw UFO's last yr. 



This years balloon sightings.  The Chinese balloon was clearly a surveillance balloon.  It has solar panels, a camera, and was the length of 3 
school buses or a 737. 

After the Cold War, NORAD decommissioned some things, they weren't looking for slow moving objects and then all heck broke loose.
There are all kinds of balloons, geological surveys, GOOGLE balloons were sent all for to check communications, one balloon was shot down that 
was sent up by someone to gather data.  One balloon has just been identified as an amateur radio operator balloon. 



This is an official Canadian government report.  Reported as a weather balloon, a meteor, a rocket, or CIRVIS/UFO. This one was a weather balloon. 



Nav Canada called this laser interference.  This was used for phenomenon that couldn't be explained. 



Called laser interference. 











“Everyone makes mistooks”

Absolutely true!
But if pilots and air traffic controllers 

are making such mistakes, then 
perhaps the UFO phenomenon 
should be studied more closely



Some other notable 
Canadian UFO cases

Falcon lake:  an amateur prospect who had served in the military was interested in rock.  He staked a claim.
May 21st at lunch time had taken a bus to Falcon Lake and was staying in a hotel.
At 6 a.m. he went into the bush. At lunch he saw 2 Hollywood style flying sauces land on a flat rock. It has a metallic dome and is 35 feet across.  As he is watching a door opens, he hears high pitched voices.  After the Appollo 1 accident he thought it was American voices. he called out in English and then Russian and no response.
He was standing in front of the ship and put his hand on it.  He had prospecting gloves on and it melted his gloves.  Then there was a blast of hot air which hit him in the chest.  He  had burns on his upper and lower chest. 
He maintained until the day he died that he thought it was an American craft. 
Later radioactive material was found at the site.  The site was 45 minutes by horseback.












Langevin Saskatchewan.  A man was cutting hay in a field and came across ? duck lines.  He found swirled patches in the hay, that looked like 5 upside down bowls (crop circles).



Dec. 1996:  a large object flew over the Yukon. There were 35 separate witnesses. The investigation found no explanation.  At the same time a 
Russian rocket had been launched. 



1969 something was sighted at Rennie Manitoba. 





“Okay, then, 
if there are so many UFOs, 

how come there are no good photos 
or videos of them, since everyone 
has a camera on their cell phone?”



Play video here

Cell phones were not designed to take pics of lights in the sky.  





“Extraordinary claims require 
extraordinary evidence”

- By Marcello Truzzi, not Carl Sagan



Quite true. 
But we are not making any 

extraordinary claims.

We are simply stating that the 
UFO phenomenon should be 

studied more closely by science.



What about the possibility of 
aliens visiting Earth?



1. Most astronomers believe life exists 
elsewhere in the universe

2. Some of this life may be in the form of 
an advanced, technological civilization

3. But they are too far away, and 
interstellar travel is essentially 

impossible



BUT



1. Some stars are much older than 
our Sun

2. Life around such stars may be 
many years ahead of us

3. An advanced alien civilization may 
be thousands of years ahead of us



4. If they are that advanced, they 
may have discovered a way of 

traveling between stars, avoiding 
the problem of relativistic speeds, 

without violating the laws of physics 
as we know them



5. If so, then they may have decided 
Earth is worth bothering with



Or not



This book explores the effects
on the family, a sociological 
approach. 
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